Many properties of complex functions are pretty difficult to be generalized in the field of quaternion function, as the commutative law of multiplication fails in the latter. The derivative of quaternion function is defined in this paper. Moreover, by the similar method in judging the analytic property of complex function, Cauchy-Riemann equation is used to determine the analytic property of quaternion function. Furthermore, several concrete examples are discussed, and certain errors in (P. W. Yang. 2009) are pointed out as well.
Introduction
The quaternion function is an important aspect of functions theory. With a similar method of Cauchy-Riemann equation in complex functions, (P. W. Yang. 2009 ) defines the analytic of quaternion function directly. However, the definition may lead to some mistakes. We define the derivative of quaternion function and give a different definition of its analytic property. Moreover, we also present the derivative formulas as well as some examples.
Throughout the whole paper, let R and C denote the fields of real numbers and complex numbers respectively. 1  2  3  4  1  2  3  4 , , , 
Set

 
If the limit of quotient exists whenever a point q approaches to the point 0 q arbitrarily, or equivalently speaking, the difference q  vanishes in any arbitrary direction, the limit is called the derivative of the function ( ) f q at a given point 0 q , and denoted by 
Therefore, this implies the equivalence between differentiability and derivative of some certain function ( ) f q . It's clear that the differentiability of the function ( ) f q at the given point q should imply its continuity. However, the converse may not hold according to the second example. Speaking more precisely, to a given point q , the continuity of the function could not deduce the differentiability at that point. Let two functions 1 2 ( ), ( ) f q f q both be differentiable at the point q , one can easily verify that
Main Results
Definition2.1
The quaternion function 
The previous system of partial differential equations could appropriately be viewed as a generalized version of the famous Cauchy-Riemann equation in complex functions. 
Proof. Since 
